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1. Analyzed files 

 

Name(s) 
Related Family / 

HackTool 
Hash Type 

rootkit.sys Necurs (Packed) 

975BCFC7DF5E3EBC74CFBF04E66B1714 

051442BEDF5CB95C588CB927AA52DE47B7BF38A0 

WIN32 (SYS) 

rootkit_unp.sys Necurs (Unpacked) 8EBDB0DE237BD912AC6CF627D2C02EC3 

F8004797ACCB112A4563F4E29386BC22AF085E65 

WIN32 (SYS) 

 

2. Introduction 

At the end of June 2019, an important Spanish enterprise suffered an attack that affected thousands of its 

computers. The magnitude of the attack inspired this research, which started in July 2019 with the release of the 

first report (APTualizator PART 1). The current report focuses on the technical details of the rootkit that was 

discovered. 

During this research we have identified that this rootkit is an evolution of Necurs. This is one of the biggest and most 

persistent botnets which was first seen in 2012. It’s estimated that this botnet is composed by 6 million zombie 

computers. 

This analysis focuses on the main artifact, the most relevant one in terms of research: the malicious driver that we 

found in the customer’s computers. The main objective of this artifact is to disguise the infection and to orchestrate 

the rest of the attack. 

This report shows our in-depth analysis about how the malware hides on the system from a technical point of view, 

while analyzing the tools that have been employed and the code that controls this behavior. Additionally, this report 

shows the inter-process communication protocol used by this threat. This protocol has evolved from the first 

versions replacing IOCTL commands by read/write operations over Windows registry and, therefore, turning the 

Windows Registry into a local covert channel. 
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Another covered concept in this research is the code evolution. The code has evolved including important changes 

from the first versions to this one. This report includes a comparison between the first versions and the current 

version, explaining relevant aspects that have been kept and others that have changed over the time. 

Finally, our research ends up with the release of two tools for the detection and disinfection of this malware:  NeCure 

and NeCsist. We have developed these tools after finding a way to abuse the attacker’s techniques, based on the 

reverse engineering activities performed during our research. 

3. Attack summary 

This rootkit was found during a security incident. The existence of this artifact means that the attackers gained full 

control of the systems. The following statement summarizes how exposed a system is when kernelmode infection 

takes place: 

“However, if an unwanted piece of kernel-mode code makes it into the system […] the system is essentially 
compromised because all kernel-mode code has complete access to the entire system.” [1] 

This artifact was able to install itself on the system because it was signed using a valid certificate. That allowed the 

installation. 

The following diagram shows the attack’s processes’ structure: 

 

Picture 1 – Attack overview 

https://github.com/elmaisbuscado/NecursUtilities
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/kernel/driver-entry-points-in-driver-objects
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The previous analysis (APTualizador PART 1) was shown as a preliminary analysis, focused on the file swaqp.exe, 

that was used as downloader of the signed driver. During this analysis we focus on the driver installed on the system 

as the main part of the attack. 

Swaqp.exe was the first stage of this attack. Once executed, this binary checks whether crpyt32.dll supports SHA-2 

signature checks. To do that, it checks if the operating System version is Windows 7 (x86/64) or Windows 2008 R2, 

and after that, the crypt32.dll version. If SHA-2 is not supported it downloads and installs KB3033929 update 

(legitimate) that updates this DLL, enabling the System to perform SHA-2 based signature checks.  

This file also gathers several parameters about the computer to profile it. Some of these parameters are: 

 Hostname 

 IP Address 

 Domain 

 Whether it’s using NAT 

 Graphics adapter name 

 Operating System Version 

This information is sent to the attackers. After that, the driver is downloaded and initialized. As noted before, this 

stage is the most dangerous one, considering that the malware is executed at kernel level and therefore, enabling it 

to be stealth. 

Once the driver is loaded, the infection is completed by hijacking the execution of legitimate processes like 

services.exe (that acts like an accomplice) and wmiPrvSE.exe mapping its malicious code inside these 

legitimate processes memory. Among these malicious modules (AKA payloads) we have found mining software and 

a bot that allows to remotely control the system and update the malware. 

 

  

 

https://www.elevenpaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/APTualizador%20the%20targeted%20malware%20patching%20Windows.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security-updates/SecurityAdvisories/2015/3033929?redirectedfrom=MSDN
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4. Unpacking 

Packers are commonly used by many malware 

developers, since it results an effective technique to 

evade detections like string analysis, static analyses or 

signature based analyzers or even hash detections. It 

can be seen that the rootkit is packed. Picture 2 on the 

left side shows one of the used techniques in the 

unpacking process stages, the one corresponding to 

string obfuscation. This well-known technique consists 

in sequentially pushing characters on the stack. Finally, 

the stack will point to the desired string. Performing 

static string analysis in this file won’t show any of these 

strings as long as the string is deobfuscated at runtime. 

The truly important section inside this unpacking process is 

related with the allocation of several memory Pools, using the 

naming scheme: Tag1, Tag2, etc… For our analysis we should 

focus on Tag4, that is the memory pool where we found most 

of the operational code. Tag4 contains the code that the 

attackers are willing to execute. We have extracted this Pool 

using WinDbg and afterwards, we have performed an static 

analysis. 

  

 

 

Picture 1 - String ofuscada en el código del packer 

Picture 3 – Pools monitoring using WindDbg 
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5. Initialization 

Our analysis starts with the first line of functional code (driver’s entry point). The first point to highlight is the one 

that seems to be calling directly to MajorFunctions before they have been initialized. This is not the common 

behavior of MajorFunctions. Microsoft’s documentation states as follows: 

“When a driver is loaded, its DriverEntry routine is called with a pointer to the driver object. When a driver's 
DriverEntry routine is called, it sets Dispatch, StartIo (if any), and Unload […]”[2] 

 

Inspecting the content where these addresses point to, we understand the reason of this behavior. These functions 

were initialized by previous stages and contains offsets matching with support functions allocated during these 

previous steps: 

  

Picture 2 - Dispatch Routine content before initialization 

 

The analysis of these Dispatch Routines uncovers that they are not real Dispatch Routines. Instead of that, they are 

part of malware’s initialization and the array is being used to share functions that are used afterwards by the 

malware. Some of them are related to the callbacks that we will describe below. 

This preparation process also triggers the “accomplice process” (whose functionality is not analyzed in this report). 

To do that a simple injection is performed on that usermode process using KeStackAttachProcess and 

NtCreateThreadEx (undocumented function). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/kernel/driver-entry-points-in-driver-objects
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntifs/nf-ntifs-kestackattachprocess
https://undocumented.ntinternals.net/index.html?page=UserMode%2FUndocumented%20Functions%2FNT%20Objects%2FThread%2FNtCreateThread.html
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In the initialization process we also noted this code fragment: 

 

Picture 3 - Initialization code fragment: memory deallocation protection 

 

The last line of the previous code sets to 1 the fifth bit of the FLAGS field. In concordance with that link, this technique 

performs a bypass on altitude checks used in callback functions as ObRegisterCallback. 

 

Picture 4 - Meaning of FLAGS field in the structure LDR_DATA_TABLE_ENTRY. Source: Windows Internals 

 

We also note that the field DriverUnload is set to NULL, when it usually contains a pointer to the function that control 

the unload routine. 

When this service is installed by the executable swaqp.exe, it’s not configured to be started on boot. We understand 

that the attackers want to hide the service from some antimalware software that would be monitoring service 

installation on ring0 with boot persistence.  

However, once executed, the rootkit checks whether the service is configured to start on boot. If not, it means that 

it’s on its very first execution. In that case a new service is created but now, a new name is generated by a 

pseudorandom function. That new name is adopted by the service and by a duplicate of the initial .sys file. The start 

type of the new service is configured on boot. Obviously, that new service will start the duplicated .sys. Finally, the 

old service and the old .sys file are removed. 

https://revers.engineering/superseding-driver-altitude-checks-on-windows/
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Picture 4 – Rootkit Installaton 

 

The initialization finishes by creating an Event object (we have renamed it to MainEventObject) and after that, it 

just waits for a signal (using KeWaitForSingleObject). When the signal occurs, it starts the rootkit completion 

process, considering the content of the global variable FINISH_ROOTKIT_CODE (that contains the reason because 

the Event was signaled). Depending on the content of the variable, the execution of the rootkit can finish, the rootkit 

can be updated among other possible options.  

 

Picture 5 - Infinite loop that waits for MainEventObject signal 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/sync/event-objects
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-kewaitforsingleobject
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6. Callbacks 

The main objective of rootkits is to hide its presence. This rootkit uses callbacks to do that, functions that are to be 

called upon an event on the system, such as process or handle creation. The analysis of these callbacks allowed us 

to identify this threat as an evolution of Necurs rootkit. 

6.1. Hiding / Process protection 

One of the first callback functions described is the one in charge of malware’s processes protection. The following 

diagram shows a fragment of the code that registers this callback. 

 

Picture 6 - Callback function installation by using ObRegisterCallbacks 

 

As shown above, by using ObRegisterCallbacks a function is configured to be called upon operations over 

processes handles (we named this function callbackOpCreateOrDuplicateHandle). By design, Windows enforces that 

to access objects a HANDLE to this object is needed. A HANDLE is just a DWORD returned by the system when some 

process requests access to. Among these resources we find files, Registry keys, threads, processes, etc… Every 

application that wants to manage a process must (DKOM) request a HANDLE. This HANDLE defines operations that 

can be executed on the object (in this case, a process)[3]. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-obregistercallbacks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/sysinfo/about-handles-and-objects
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This callback, hooking HANDLE requests on the operating system is able to check whether the application accessing 

to one of malware’s processes is trusted to do it. This is achieved checking if the PID is contained in protected PID 

List. If not, it limits the permissions granted. 

The following picture shows the callbackOpCreateOrDuplicateHandle code. Denied permissions have been marked 

as comments aside with other notes to improve its understanding. 

 

Picture 7 - callbackOpCreateOrDuplicateHandle function commented and modified 

6.2. CreateProcess, CreateProcessEX and LoadImage hooks 

Inside Necurs, we found a group of three callbacks that are managed in the same way. All of them are in charge of 

load and release of new binaries in memory: PsSetCreateProcessNotifyRoutine, 

PsSetCreateProcessNotifyRoutineEx and PsSetLoadImageNotifyRoutine. An example of that kind of 

hooking is shown below (in this case PsSetCreateProcessNotifyRoutineEx): 

https://telefonicacorp-my.sharepoint.com/personal/juan_casconvaello_practicas_telefonica_com/Documents/RRSS/TRANSLATED%20PARA%20MARTES%2018/translated_6.0.docx#_ACTUALIZACIÓN_DE_LISTA
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetcreateprocessnotifyroutine
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetcreateprocessnotifyroutineex
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetloadimagenotifyroutine
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetcreateprocessnotifyroutineex
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Picture 8 – Callback function example over CreateProcessEx 

 

HOOK_FUNC_S is defined as follows: 

typedef struct HOOK_FUNCS_S { 

  PVOID funcs[10]; 

  int hasMembers; 

} HOOK_FUNCS, *PHOOK_FUNCS; 

Each callback function is linked with a structure of this type. This structure is nothing more than a list of ten functions. 

These functions are, therefore, callbacks. When the event takes place, they are called sequentially one by one inside 

this structure. This architecture shows the extensibility of the analyzed code, considering that this behavior supports 

modularity and code extensibility to implement new functions when needed. 

Hence, we will analyze callbacks installed by default, considering that new ones would be found on future versions.  

Protected process list update 

Checking PsSetLoadImageNotifyRoutine we found a callback function that completes the hook functionality 

in charge of Process Hiding. This callback watches what processes has been killed to remove them if they are 

contained in the Protected PID list. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetloadimagenotifyroutine
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Picture 9 - Code that controls the removal of processes from protected PID list 

 

Lsass.exe or services.exe infection 

Using PsSetCreateProcessNotifyRoutineEx we find a hook that hijacks the execution of the “accomplice” 

process that is kept in user mode. This report will not describe the accomplice process behavior, but there is 

information about it in the summary of this report. This callback watches every process creation looking for 

candidates to be the accomplice process. The accomplice process selection considers the operating system version 

(where the malware is being executed). On Windows server 2012 and Windows 8 or later versions, the infected 

process will be lsass.exe. On previous versions it chooses services.exe. 

 
Picture 10 - Accomplice process selection routine 

 

 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetcreateprocessnotifyroutineex
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After chosing the in-house process, the next step is to start a thread by using PsCreateSystemThread. This 

thread, that is still running in kernelmode, will execute the main function that we named infectProcess_changesEP.  

 
Picture 11 - Thread creation that will change the behavior of accomplice process 

 

InfectProcess_changesEP injects the accomplice’s code inside the victim process. To achieve this, it attaches to the 

victim’s process context by using KeStackAttachProcess. Once it’s done, the thread execution is taking place 

inside the victim’s process context. Using this advantage, it allocates memory to store the binary plus 19 extra bytes. 

 
Picture 12 - Memory allocation that shows the extra 19 bytes 

 

After that, the malicious code is duplicated inside this buffer. The extra 19 bytes are filled with the first 15 bytes 

pointed by the original EntryPoint plus it’s size as int32 (4-byte integer). 

Once saved, the original EntryPoint is now overwritten. The following picture shows the replaced values in green: 

 
Picture 13 - Prepared Shellcode to be modified in hexadecimal format 

 

These bytes are nothing but executable code. This code would be defined as an “skeleton”, it’s not functional yet. 

This skeleton need to get completed in order to make it functional. The following image shows the code in charge of 

modifying the EntryPoint. Comments are included to ease the understanding: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-pscreatesystemthread
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntifs/nf-ntifs-kestackattachprocess
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Picture 14 - Modified shellcode that replaces the original entry point 

 

As shown, some offsets are chosen just after byte B8 (MOV in x86) to overwrite the shellcode. When this code is 

about to be executed, EAX contains the EntryPoint of the malicious executable code and ECX contains the memory 

address where it is stored. This way, when the legitimate process is started, the execution is redirected to the 

malicious code. 

The following scheme shows a diagram of the injection process described above: 

 
Picture 15 - Injection process scheme 
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Usermode process watching 

As well as before, this hook is created using PsSetCreateProcessNotifyRoutineEx. That callback does 

monitorization of user mode processes. By using KeStackAttachProcess with the PID of the process that is about 

to start, the rootkit is capable of executing code on behalf of this new process and therefore, it’s able to access the 

memory of this newly created process. Once the rootkit is executing on this context, several attributes, such as 

signature or executable name are gathered to be compared against security application blacklists. We named the 

method that carry out these checks isUndesirableFile(). If the newly initiated process is in the blacklist, the rootkit 

modifies the memory image, so it won’t be able to execute.  

 
Picture 16 - Code fragment that shows decision making process about whether to allow a process to be executed 

 

As shown above, if somehow the newly created process is blacklisted, changeUserMZEpBytesToJustReturn. This 

method finds and patches the EntryPoint of the file that is about to be executed. The first byte is replaced with 0xC3 

(ret). This way, the first instruction that the newly created program executes is ret, therefore, it will just exit. 

 

Picture 17 - EntryPoint modification for an undesired process 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntddk/nf-ntddk-pssetcreateprocessnotifyroutineex
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/ntifs/nf-ntifs-kestackattachprocess
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Kernel processes monitoring  

In this case, the rootkit uses PsSetLoadImageNotifyRoutine and PsSetLoadImageNotifyRoutineEx, to 

monitor the load of new kernel modules. The followed approach is similar to how user mode processes are 

monitored. 

It uses the same method to check whether the newly created process is allowed to execute. The function 

isUndesirableFile() shown at Picture 19 is used as before. If no property excludes the module from execution, it will 

be successfully run. 

By contrast, if any attribute of the newly created memory image matches the blacklists, the malware will patch the 

module’s EntryPoint. In this case, the patch method is slightly different. It uses other methods to manage memory 

(IoAllocateMdl, MmProbeAndLockPages, etc), but at the end the result is the same. The first instructions to be 

executed are replaced as shown on the following image: 

 
Picture 18 - EntryPoint modification for kernel processes 

 

The picture above shows the patching process. Following the calling convention, the return value is done through 

EAX so, the newly created process, if blacklisted, just returns error 0xC0000001 (STATUS_UNSUCCESSFUL), 

after the patch. 

With these previous hooks in mind, another hook is found inside the code. That hook watches operations over the 

Windows Registry. Considering its relevance, it’s explained on its own section. 

 

 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-ioallocatemdl
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-mmprobeandlockpages
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7. Windows registry interactions 

This section describes the interaction that takes places with the Windows Registry, observed during the analysis. 

Necurs interaction with the registry is not limited to store data to be persistent in the system, so this functionality 

will be described in the next sections. 

7.1. SXX registry values 

Just like any legitimate service, the following registry key is used in order to store its related service data: 

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\services\<service_name> 

Inside this key, in addition to the usual ones, other registry values are saved by the malware. These additional values 

follow a naming pattern composed by the letter ‘S’ and a two-digit number. Several references to these registry 

values were found during the analysis. An example is shown below: 

 
Picture 19 - SXX formatted strings extracted 

 

During the analysis, we found out that these registry values were used by the attackers to store malware’s internal 

information. To protect the information, AES encryption algorithm is used. Each of these registry values has its own 

purpose which is detailed below:  
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S01 and S02 (Binaries) 

S01 and S02 store Windows binaries: 

 S01: Encrypted Rootkit. 

 S02: Encrypted Payload . 

S03, S04, S05 and S11 (Blacklists) 

These values match with the blacklists. The contents are binary properties. They are mainly used to identify 

programs that would detect or remove the rootkit. It’s like its own “anti-antivirus” and its being used to prevent 

unwanted executions. This identification allows the malware to effectively hide in the system, as stated in previous 

sections. 

The list below shows these values and the data contained by them: 

 S03: Process Blacklist 

 S04: Cas Blacklist 

 S05: VERSION field blacklist (found as an executable’s resource). 

 S11: Executable names blacklisted 

The attack that we analyzed initialize these blacklists on its very first steps. The process swaqp.exe (downloader) 

does that. As it will be shown, these blacklists can be updated on execution time. 

S06 (Registry VALUES) 

S06 has a list of Protected Registry values. 

S07 and S08 (Installation Data) 

These pair of registry values contain data like driver’s installation date and an execution counter. 

The question arises: Why would the attackers want to know how many times were the malware initiated? We kept 

making a deeper analysis and we found that some rootkit features were expiring after July’s 17th. That expiration 

also applies when the rootkit exceeds 90 executions. We also found references to this date during our first previous 

analysis of the incident. 

https://www.elevenpaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/APTualizador%20the%20targeted%20malware%20patching%20Windows.pdf
https://www.elevenpaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/APTualizador%20the%20targeted%20malware%20patching%20Windows.pdf
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Picture 20 - Date and execution counter checks 

 

While the rootkit keeps executing after these limits are reached, there are some functionalities that stop working, 

such as protection for HKLM/Software/7-Zip registry key that was used by mining software during the incident. 

This behavior attracted our attention. It would mean that there are several groups involved in the attack, being one 

of them in charge of the initial compromise using the rootkit. The second actor acts as client of the infected 

machines. This second actor executes its own malware (in this case the mining software) making use of the initial 

compromise and matching, this way, a Malware as a Service architecture. 

7.2. Monitoring Registry operations 

As it was mentioned before, there was a callback function registered by CmRegisterCallback that was not 

explained yet. This section describes the logic behind the function that listens and intercepts operations over the 

Registry: 

Registry protection 

Once we know that the rootkit stores significant registry values with naming scheme SXX, we would detect its 

presence by just monitoring these Registry values. 

Albeit, to create a rule based on this wouldn’t be easy. The last callback that we found is registered using 

CmRegisterCallback (note that Cm notation refers to Windows Registry; functions registered using this method 

monitor Windows Registry changes). The rootkit implements an access control policy that prevents unauthorized 

https://encyclopedia.kaspersky.com/glossary/malware-as-a-service-maas/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-cmregistercallback
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-cmregistercallback
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processes from performing operations over its protected registry key. This is achieved by checking whether ThreadId 

is in a whitelist (that contains rootkit’s usermode threads). The policy is simple: if the ThreadId is not in the whitelist, 

the access is denied and an error 0xC00000022 (STATUS_ACCESS_DENIED) is returned. 

In order to test that protection, we could try to access the registry to see the contents of any registry key or value 

related to the rootkit. The test result is shown in the following picture: 

 
Picture 21 - Access denied when accessing the registry from threads that do not belong to the attack 

 

Usermode processes intercommunication 

In addition to registry protection functions, the registered callback function that is called upon any registry operation 

also controls the communication between malware’s user mode hijacked processes and the rootkit. 

This communication works by sending commands that are written on the registry and that are handled as orders by 

the rootkit. User mode processes belonging to the infection (in our case swaqp.exe, the bot, the miner, etc…) will 

use this architecture to instruct the rootkit how to operate. 

 The callback function checks in first place whether the parameter REG_NOTIFY_CLASS received matches 

RegNtSetValueKey or RegNtPreSetValueKey. That implies a write attempt to a new value on the Registry. This, 

way when the rootkit receives a new write attempt, prepares itself to receive a new command. To achieve command 

execution some conditions must be fulfilled: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/ne-wdm-_reg_notify_class
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 The registry value must be located under HKLM\SYSTEM\ 

 The operation is only permitted on registry values following <XXXX> pattern, where XXXX must be equal to the 

ThreadId that started the call. 

 Data type must be BINARY 

 Data length must be at least four-byte long. 

  

Picture 22 - Command format checks 

 

This way, the malware identifies what process sent the command as well as avoids malformed calls. If needed, the 

command output will be saved in HKLM\SYSTEM\oXXXX (supposedly outputThreadId) where XXXX is the thread that 

started the communication, consequently, the one that should be waiting for that response. 

 

Picture 23 - ProcessMonitor showing accesses to registry keys used to send and receive commands  
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Command format 

After a command is validated, the rootkit processes the call. The first four bytes identifies the command. The bytes 

that composes commands looks like IOCTL codes; for example, the command 0x2280004 triggers a “rootkit 

update”. 

There are commands just composed by its code, while others need to send additional information. For instance, the 

command “Get List S03” just needs the code to be sent but the command “rootkit update” needs to receive the code 

and the binary containing the update itself: 

  

Picture 24 - Example of command 0x22803C as it is inserted at Windows Registry 

 

Thanks to our in-depth analysis, a complete command list has been extracted. The table below shows 
this command list: 

Code Action 

0x224014 Get basic rootkit information (Installation datetime, execution counter, name...) 

0x224018 MainEventObject watch 

0x22402c Get S02 (Payload) 

0x224030 Get a duplicate of the HANDLE associated to MainEventObject. 

0x224054 Get S03 (Processes blacklist) 

0x22407C Get S04 (CA blacklist) 

0x224080 Get process list in blacklist (S11) 

0x2240A4 Get S05 (VERSION blacklist) 
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0x2240CC Get S06 (Malicious registry keys list) 

0x2240F8 Remove protected PID list 

0x228000 Uninstall Rootkit 

0x228004 S01 update(rootkit upgrade) 

0x22800C Protect Thread Id (THID) 

0x228010 Unprotect Thread Id (THID) 

0x228028 Update S02 (Payload) 

0x228034 Save payload’s Process Id (PID) 

0x228038 

 

Executable injection. Copies the malicious executable content inside victim’s process memory 
and modifies the Entry Point. Uses infectProcess_changesEP to perform the infection. 

0x22803C Executable injection. Copies the malicious executable content inside victim’s process memory and 
creates a thread to the injected code. 

0x228040 Save accomplice’s Process Id (PID)  

0x228050 Remove / Update of S03 (process blacklist) 

0x228078 Remove / Update of S04 (CA blacklist) 

0x2280A0 Remove / Update of S05 (VERSION blacklist) 

0x2280C8 Remove / Update of S05 (Malicious registry keys list) 

0x2280F0 Protect Process Id (PID) 

0x2280F4 Unprotect Process Id (PID) 

0x22C008 Test command  
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8. Necurs’ code evolution 

The latest technical analyses in malware field focused on Necurs’ kernel module came from 2012-2014 as we found 

in articles such as Necurs rootkit under microscope and The Necurs Rootkit. Recently and simultaneously with our 

research, on Botconf (December 2019), the talk “Bot With Rootkit: update and mine!” also analyzed an attack with 

many factors in common with this one. 

Considering the analyses mentioned before its consistent to consider that this sample belongs to Necurs’ family, 

given the high degree of similarity. 

Below, we show several coincidences that sustain that theory: 

8.1. Kernel process monitoring 

The article published in 2012 Necurs rootkit under microscope references to a callback function registered by using 

PsSetLoadImageNotifyRoutine, and it’s used to filter new kernel modules. The article states as follows: 

“If the driver is blacklisted, Necurs patches it entry point with two instructions, so DriverEntry after that returns 
STATUS_UNSUCCESSFULL and IO manager not load this driver.”[4] 

In section Kernel process monitoring we described exactly the same behavior and we find the use of the same APIs. 

The code is almost the same. The following picture shows a code comparison from the code found in 2012 and the 

one extracted from our sample in 2019. 

 

Picture 25 - Code comparison between 2012 and 2019 

 

 

 

https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
https://media.rootcon.org/ROOTCON%208/Talks/ROOTCON%208%20-%20The%20Necurs%20Rootkit.pdf
https://www.botconf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/B2019-Eremin_Bot_with_rootkit.pdf
https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
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8.2. Process hiding / protection 

In the same article, we found out that several Necurs’ former version used the function ObRegisterCallbacks to 

protect processes belonging to the infection. The following picture shows the code extracted in 2012: 

 
Picture 26 - Process Hiding hook in 2012 

 

On the section Process hiding/protection we can see a very similar picture to the previous one; code is similar, as we 

found changes between versions: 

 
Picture 27 - Process Hiding hook in 2019 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-obregistercallbacks
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8.3. LSASS.EXE or SERVICES.EXE infection 

Furthermore, we found that former Necurs’ versions leant on user mode processes; the following picture shows that 

a function, fnCheckProcessOnSvchostOrLsass was renamed on Necurs rootkit under microscope. 

 
Picture 28 - Accomplice processes used in 2012 (SOURCE Necurs rootkit under microscope) 

 

Protected processes shows similarities as well. Lsass.exe is kept but svchost.exe is replaced by 

services.exe. Although this article is quoted with a very brief explanation, it seems that the code shown above 

has been extracted from a callback that also implements processes hiding or protection. That behavior is also found 

on this sample. In our case, these processes do not belong to an immutable element set but they can be updated on 

execution time, meaning that processes and threads can be added to this protected list. This scenario sustains the 

MaaS  theory proposed on S07 y S08 (Installation Data), considering that this way enables the rootkit to protect any 

process on attackers will dynamically; in addition, note that Necurs has been used as a way to deploy Zeus in 2014. 

8.4. SXX registry values 

This section contains the latest similarities that we found about malware’s Windows Registry management. The first 

one is found on the function CmRegisterCallback defined as the callback in charge of monitoring and protecting 

registry values as we explained on Registry protection: 

https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
https://media.rootcon.org/ROOTCON%208/Talks/ROOTCON%208%20-%20The%20Necurs%20Rootkit.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/drivers/ddi/wdm/nf-wdm-cmregistercallback
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Picture 29 - Call to CmRegisterCallback in previous versions 

 

However, we did not found references establishing the Windows registry as a channel to receive commands. In fact, 

one of the last pages of “Bot With Rootkit: update and mine!” showed that this behavior has been modified lately, 

considering that former versions used IOCTL codes. This clarifies the similarity between command bytecodes with 

these control codes. 

Furthermore, the picture below shows special registry values, named DB0 and DB2, as mentioned in the 2012 article, 

matching with a driver whitelist: 

 
Picture 30 - "DBX" Registry Keys in previous versions 

 

Similarly, SXX values are used nowadays. Accordingly, more values have been added to the registry over time. 

Finally, the difference between blacklists from 2012 versions and current ones are obvious. At the beginning of 

Necurs rootkit under microscope this blacklist concept is stated. This report also contains two links pointing to 

previously used blacklists. 

https://www.botconf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/B2019-Eremin_Bot_with_rootkit.pdf
https://artemonsecurity.blogspot.com/2012/12/necurs-rootkit-under-microscope.html
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Picture 31 - Links to blacklists used by Necurs in previous versions 

 

The appendix SXX content recovery, shows decrypted blacklists extracted from a forensic analysis performed on an 

infected system. These lists have grown significantly. S03 is not limited anymore to .sys images. Now it also 

contains.exe executable files related with security tools. The list started with 137 elements and has grown to more 

than 700. S04 has grown from 33 to 143. We have not found references to S05 in previous reports. 

Although references have been made to these blacklists in previous versions (in addition to previously mentioned 

one, The Necurs Rootkit also talks about that in 2014), none of these articles showed that these values were included 

an saved in Windows Registry. 

9. Detection, analysis and remediation 

9.1. Considerations 

Detection, analysis and remediation wouldn’t be easy tasks. Several facts take part on this challenge: 

 The rootkit runs in ring 0, treating the driver as a trusted kernel module for the OS. 

 Big portions of threat’s code make several attempts to hide rootkit’s presence by faking or denying requests 

sent the OS. 

 The malware monitors the execution of antimalware solutions and prevents them from being executed. 

https://media.rootcon.org/ROOTCON%208/Talks/ROOTCON%208%20-%20The%20Necurs%20Rootkit.pdf
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Provided that the system behaves as usual, it would be difficult to detect the malware, considering that the user 

wouldn’t notice that unwanted operations are being executed on its computer. It would take long time to notice the 

compromise. Nevertheless, if we start an analysis over an infected system and we notice uncommon operations on 

the registry, we wouldn’t be able to see their content. We would lean on some malware detection tools but it could 

also fail, considering that they wouldn’t even start. About remediation, even if we identify that there is a malicious 

driver (not an easy task), we 

wouldn’t be able to stop the 

service nor the execution. To do 

that we must start from livecd or 

use whatever method that do not 

start the infected operating 

system. Booting Windows on 

SECURE MODE does not stop the 

driver from being loaded. 

 

 

9.2. Abusing command architecture 

Because of the complexity to detect, analyze and remediate, we considered to create tools that would help against 

Necurs family infections. As it was noted before, the several protections that the malware have turn that task to be 

complicated, because the operating system returns fake data and the malware has the highest privilege level. 

Nonetheless, we found something that is worth mentioning: considering what was noted before, the rootkit protects 

certain registry keys, for example, the ones associated to its service. The inter-process-communication between 

user mode processes and ring 0 goes through the registry by reads and writes to HKLM/SYSTEM/<XXXX/oXXXX>. 

Perhaps protecting HKLM/SYSTEM is not the best idea, therefore this key remains unprotected. So, if we try to get a 

HANDLE to it, the filter will allow our request. 

Once we have a valid HANDLE, we may try to write a new value into our HKLM/SYSTEM. If we can do that using the 

format described here, we will be able to trick the rootkit into thinking that an infected process is trying to 

Picture 32 - Rootkit being loaded in SAFE MODE 
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communicate. Since there is a way to send commands to the kernel module, we could use attacker’s architecture 

to control the malware to our will. 

With this behavior uncovered, we come up with several hypotheses about why the malware works this way: 

 The attackers know about that but they trust that nobody Will find out (STO) so they prefer using a registry key 

such as HKLM/SYSTEM that does not provide useful information about the malicious service. 

 The attackers decided to keep this door open to keep up communications with user mode in case of unexpected 

error (“It’s not a bug, it’s a feature!”). 

 The attackers made a mistake. It’s posible that the rootkit’s programmers have changed the communication key 

from a protected one to HKLM\SYSTEM, ignoring the registry protection issue. For example, it could make sense 

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\services\<name> being used for command Exchange at any time (as 

done in SXX registry values). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://encyclopedia.kaspersky.com/glossary/security-by-obscurity-security-through-obscurity/
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9.3. Tools 

Based on this information, we have developed the following tools: 

NeCsists 

The first developed tool is named NecSists and tries to detect if the Windows operating system is compromised by 

this new Necurs’ version. This is a simple tool that must be executed from Windows terminal. 

 
Picture 33 – NeCsists execution sample 

 

NeCsists helps to detect and provides information about Necurs active instance. It provides the following 

information: 

 Install Date: date and time of the first Necurs execution in the system. Useful, for example, to build a timeline 

of the incident or to find the infection vector. 

 Status: may return two values: Active if the rootkit is completely operational and SemiActive if expiry date or 

maximum execution counter have been reached. 

 Execution Number: number of times that the malware has been executed on the victim’s system. 
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 Service Name: Threat name. Used to name both .sys found at C:\WINDOWS\System32\Drivers as well as 

the related service. This value identifies the driver on the system and could be useful in identification tasks, 

contention and analysis. 

Note that NeCsists ease those tasks that were complicated, explained on Consideraciones section. 

NeCure 

In the case of NecSists detects an infection by Necurs, we could use NeCure, our second developed tool. NeCure Will 

heal the system. It’s also executed from Windows terminal and the use is as simple as the one before. The picture 

below shows an execution sample: 

 
Picture 34 - NeCure execution sample 

 

NeCure is capable of disinfecting a system on live in usermode, removing this way the need to access the disk 

avoiding booting the infected OS. 

Both applications are free to use and available to download on the following link. These applications would help 

individuals or enterprises infected by this malware family. The most interesting use case is for large infections, where 

containing and removing this kind of threat turns to be a very complex and time-wasting task. In this cases, we could 

detect using NeCsists and once the infection by Necurs is confirmed, a simple GPO that executes NeCure on every 

system will finish the execution of the rootkit on all computers. 

 

https://github.com/elmaisbuscado/NecursUtilities
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10.Conclusions 

 The use of reverse engineering tools allowed us to extract an updated list of functional commands handled by 

the rootkit. Previous lists were either incomplete or not updated.  

 A deeper knowledge of this kernel module behavior allowed the development of detection and disinfection  tools. 

In addition, we publish this report which contains the necessary technical background to understand how these 

tools work and their source code. 

 We demonstrated how Necurs’ business model has evolved to a Malware as a Service model, serving as an entry 

point for other artifacts and therefore, offering this service to third parties. This explains the existence of registry 

values S07 and S08, which establish an expiry date and an execution counter limit. 

 Similarly to the majority of the attacks committed nowadays, the attackers seek financial gain. We estimated a 

potential profit of 1 million € per year for the attackers and 3 million € loss to the victim. 

 During the security incident where this sample was found, the executed payload was a miner. This does not mean 

that Necurs is a mining software because the rootkit can execute any binary with the maximum level of privileges. 

In the future, Necurs may download other type of malware such as Ransomware, Banker, etc… 

 Currently, we can barely find technical Necurs related publications and those who mention it only perform 

superficial analyses. Because of that, this article focuses on the technical aspects of the rootkit, covering this lack 

of information and giving another point of view about this threat. 

 By itself, the incident where this artifact was detected makes us to conclude that Necurs is an active threat that 

is attacking companies. 

 The comparisons between former versions of the blacklists and modern ones helped us concluding that there is 

an active research effort on the attacker’s side about the antimalware solutions’ state of the art. 

 We observe that the code has evolved and it includes both new functionalities as well as updated ones in an effort 

to adapt to the new environments and needs. The binaries still have a structure that reveals a clear relationship 

between previous Necurs’ binaries and the current ones.  

 The attackers use sophisticated hiding techniques which make the detection of this threat hard using both 

automated analysis and manual techniques. On APTualizator PART 1, we brought to light this complexity by 

https://telefonicacorp-my.sharepoint.com/personal/juan_casconvaello_practicas_telefonica_com/Documents/RRSS/TRANSLATED%20PARA%20MARTES%2018/translated_6.0.docx#_TOOLS
https://github.com/elmaisbuscado/NecursUtilities
https://encyclopedia.kaspersky.com/glossary/malware-as-a-service-maas/
https://telefonicacorp-my.sharepoint.com/personal/juan_casconvaello_practicas_telefonica_com/Documents/RRSS/TRANSLATED%20PARA%20MARTES%2018/translated_6.0.docx#_S07_y_S08
https://www.elevenpaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/APTualizador%20the%20targeted%20malware%20patching%20Windows.pdf
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showing that the driver was only detected by two antivirus engines on VirusTotal. This means that less than 3% 

of antiviruses detected it. None of them detected the binary as Necurs. 

 The evolution of Windows OS has improved its security features. Among the newly introduced features we find 

kernel protections. We find less information about rootkit infections because of these improvements. This 

analysis shows that rootkits still are an active threat. Not only for 32 bits but also for 64 bit-architecture, for which 

the same Necurs version exists. 

 The use of a legitimate signed certificate evidences that the actors are capable of getting this kind of 

sophisticated resources. 

11.Appendixes 

11.1. Appendix 1 – Recovered contents from S03 
proce.thacker-2.39-
setup.exe 

flister.exe 

cmcark.exe 

HookShark.exe 

RegReveal.exe 

mbr.exe 

catchme.exe 

aswmbr.exe 

Pavark.exe 

PCKAVService.exe 

STOPzilla.exe 

SZServer.exe 

RsMgrSvc.exe 

RsTray.exe 

QQPCTray.exe 

QQPCRTP.exe 

EEYEEVNT.exe 

Blink.exe 

blinksvc.exe 

twssrv.exe 

twister.exe 

mskrn.exe 

msgui.exe 

grizzlysvc.exe 

grizzlyav.exe 

AdAwareService.exe 

AdAwareTray.exe 

AVScanningService.ex
e 

AVWatchService.exe 

AAV_Service_Vista.ex
e 

AAV_Guard.exe 

AutoCare.exe 

ASCService.exe 

AdvancedSystemProt
ector.exe 

guardxkickoff.exe 

guardxkickoff_64.exe 

guardxservice.exe 

guardxservice_x64.ex
e 

vba32ldr.exe 

vba32ldrgui.exe 

sfc.exe 

iptray.exe 

FortiSettings.exe 

FortiTray.exe 

FortiESNAC.exe 

nanoav.exe 

nanoav64.exe 

nanosvc.exe 

msseces.exe 

MsMpEng.exe 

ARWSRVC.exe 

BDSSVC.exe 

qhpisvr.exe 

REPRSVC.exe 

ASDSvc.exe 

ASDUp.exe 

VipreAAPSvc.exe 

SBAMSvc.exe 

SBAMTray.exe 

ALMon.exe 

ALsvc.exe 

McsAgent.exe 

MBAMService.exe 

mbamtray.exe 

MFEConsole.exe 

nortonsecurity.exe 

ccSvcHst.exe 

SISIPSService.exe 

ZIS.exe 

ZISCore.exe 

avguard.exe 

Avira.ServiceHost.exe 

avgnt.exe 

econser.exe 

avpmapp.exe 

ZAPrivacyService.exe 

vsmon.exe 

K7CrvSvc.exe 

K7FWSrvc.exe 

K7PSSrvc.exe 

K7TSecurity.exe 

BullGuard.exe 

BullGuardCore.exe 

fsulprothoster.exe 

fshoster64.exe 

fshoster.exe 

AgentSvc.exe 

PSANHost.exe 

PSUAService.exe 

avss.exe 

axengine.exe 

avcom.exe 

coreServiceShell.exe 

coreFrameworkHost.
exe 
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uiWatchDog.exe 

McCSPServiceHost.ex
e 

McUICnt.exe 

ModuleCoreService.e
xe 

GDFwSvcx.exe 

ekrn.exe 

avp.exe 

bdservicehost.exe 

dwservice.exe 

spideragent.exe 

AVGSvc.exe 

afwServ.exe 

AvastSvc.exe 

a2service.exe 

QHWatchdog.exe 

QHActiveDefense.exe 

WRSA.exe 

cis.exe 

ccavsrv.exe 

eeCtrl.sys 

eraser.sys 

SRTSP.sys 

SRTSPIT.sys 

SRTSP64.SYS 

a2gffx86.sys 

a2gffx64.sys 

a2gffi64.sys 

a2acc.sys 

a2acc64.sys 

mbam.sys 

eamonm.sys 

MaxProtector.sys 

SDActMon.sys 

tmevtmgr.sys 

tmpreflt.sys 

vcMFilter.sys 

drivesentryfilterdriver
2lite.sys 

mpFilter.sys 

PSINPROC.SYS 

PSINFILE.SYS 

amfsm.sys 

amm8660.sys 

amm6460.sys 

caavFltr.sys 

ino_fltr.sys 

avmf.sys 

PLGFltr.sys 

AshAvScan.sys 

csaav.sys 

SegF.sys 

eeyehv.sys 

eeyehv64.sys 

NovaShield.sys 

BdFileSpy.sys 

tkfsft.sys 

tkfsft64.sys 

tkfsavxp.sys 

tkfsavxp64.sys 

SMDrvNt.sys 

ATamptNt.sys 

V3Flt2k.sys 

V3MifiNt.sys 

V3Ift2k.sys 

V3IftmNt.sys 

ArfMonNt.sys 

AhnRghLh.sys 

AszFltNt.sys 

OMFltLh.sys 

V3Flu2k.sys 

vcdriv.sys 

vcreg.sys 

vchle.sys 

NxFsMon.sys 

AntiLeakFilter.sys 

NanoAVMF.sys 

shldflt.sys 

nprosec.sys 

nregsec.sys 

issregistry.sys 

THFilter.sys 

pervac.sys 

avgmfx86.sys 

avgmfx64.sys 

avgmfi64.sys 

avgmfrs.sys 

fortimon2.sys 

fortirmon.sys 

fortishield.sys 

savonaccess.sys 

OADevice.sys 

pwipf6.sys 

EstRkmon.sys 

EstRkr.sys 

dwprot.sys 

Spiderg3.sys 

STKrnl64.sys 

UFDFilter.sys 

SCFltr.sys 

fildds.sys 

fsfilter.sys 

fpav_rtp.sys 

cwdriver.sys 

Rtw.sys 

HookSys.sys 

snscore.sys 

ssvhook.sys 

strapvista.sys 

strapvista64.sys 

sascan.sys 

savant.sys 

vradfil2.sys 

fsgk.sys 

PCTCore64.sys 

PCTCore.sys 

ikfilesec.sys 

ZxFsFilt.sys 

antispyfilter.sys 

PZDrvXP.sys 

ggc.sys 

catflt.sys 

kmkuflt.sys 

mfencoas.sys 

mfehidk.sys 

cmdguard.sys 

K7Sentry.sys 

nvcmflt.sys 

issfltr.sys 

AVCKF.SYS 

bdfsfltr.sys 

bdfm.sys 

AVC3.SYS 

aswmonflt.sys 

HookCentre.sys 

PktIcpt.sys 

MiniIcpt.sys 

avgntflt.sys 

klbg.sys 

kldback.sys 

kldlinf.sys 

kldtool.sys 

klif.sys 

lbd.sys 

rvsmon.sys 

ssfmonm.sys 

KmxAgent.sys 

KmxAMRT.sys 

KmxAMVet.sys 

KmxStart.sys 

ahnflt2k.sys 

AhnRec2k.sys 

AntiyFW.sys 

v3engine.sys 

Vba32dNT.sys 

kprocesshacker.sys 

gdbehave2.sys 

gdkbb32.sys 

gdwfpcd32.sys 

grd.sys 

avgidsdrivera.sys 

avgidsha.sys 

avgldx64.sys 

avgloga.sys 

avgrkx64.sys 
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avgtdia.sys 

avgdiska.sys 

avguniva.sys 

avgidsdriverx.sys 

avgidshx.sys 

avgidsshimx.sys 

avgldx86.sys 

avglogx.sys 

avgrkx86.sys 

avgtdix.sys 

bhdrvx64.sys 

ccsetx64.sys 

eectrl64.sys 

idsvia64.sys 

eng64.sys 

ex64.sys 

smr510.sys 

symefasi.sys 

eraserutilrebootdrv.sy
s 

bhdrvx86.sys 

ccsetx86.sys 

idsvix86.sys 

srtspx.sys 

symevent.sys 

ironx86.sys 

symnets.sys 

gfiark.sys 

gfiutil.sys 

sbwtis.sys 

sbapifs.sys 

webexaminer64.sys 

tmactmon.sys 

tmcomm.sys 

tmebc64.sys 

tmeevw.sys 

tmel.sys 

tmxpflt.sys 

tmnciesc.sys 

tmusa.sys 

vsapint.sys 

tmtdi.sys 

kl1.sys 

klflt.sys 

klfltdev.sys 

klhk.sys 

klim6.sys 

klpd.sys 

kltdi.sys 

klwtp.sys 

kneps.sys 

sdcfilter.sys 

sntp.sys 

sophosed.sys 

mfeapfk.sys 

mfeavfk.sys 

mferkdet.sys 

mfewfpk.sys 

mfebopk.sys 

mfeaack.sys 

mfeclftk.sys 

mfedisk.sys 

mfefirek.sys 

mfehck.sys 

mfenlfk.sys 

mfeplk.sys 

mfeepmpk.sys 

mfeepnfcp.sys 

mfencbdc.sys 

mfencrk.sys 

mpnwmon.sys 

WdBoot.sys 

WdFilter.sys 

WdNisDrv.sys 

aswfsblk.sys 

aswrdr.sys 

aswsp.sys 

aswtdi.sys 

srtspx64.sys 

symds64.sys 

symefa64.sys 

symevent64x86.sys 

ironx64.sys 

avipbb.sys 

ssmdrv.sys 

avkmgr.sys 

avnetflt.sys 

mbamchameleon.sys 

mbamswissarmy.sys 

mwac.sys 

edevmon.sys 

ehdrv.sys 

epfwwfpr.sys 

epfw.sys 

epfwndis.sys 

epfwwfp.sys 

epfwlwf.sys 

eamon.sys 

immunetnetworkmo
nitor.sys 

immunetprotect.sys 

immunetselfprotect.s
ys 

360AntiHacker64.sys 

360AvFlt.sys 

360Box64.sys 

360Camera64.sys 

360FsFlt.sys 

360netmon.sys 

bapidrv64.sys 

fsvista.sys 

fshs.sys 

fsbts.sys 

fses.sys 

fsdfw.sys 

fsni64.sys 

bddevflt.sys 

bdfwfpf.sys 

gzflt.sys 

bdupflt.sys 

ignis.sys 

atc.sys 

bdfndisf.sys 

bdftdif.sys 

bdselfpr.sys 

trufos.sys 

avdisk.sys 

econceal.sys 

mwfsmflt.sys 

procobsrvesx.sys 

nnsalpc.sys 

nnshttp.sys 

nnshttps.sys 

nnsids.sys 

nnspicc.sys 

nnspop3.sys 

nnsprot.sys 

nnsprv.sys 

nnssmtp.sys 

nnsstrm.sys 

nnstlsc.sys 

psinaflt.sys 

psinknc.sys 

psinprot.sys 

psinreg.sys 

pskmad.sys 

dvctprov.sys 

nnsnahsl.sys 

nnspihsw.sys 

psindvct.sys 

wrkrn.sys 

wrurlflt.sys 

ahnactnt.sys 

ahnrghnt.sys 

amonlwlh.sys 

amontdlh.sys 

ahawkent.sys 

tffregnt.sys 

ascrts.sys 

cdm2drnt.sys 

medcored.sys 

medvpdrv.sys 

tnfwnt.sys 

tnhipsnt.sys 

tnnipsnt.sys 
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tsfltdrv.sys 

tmebc32.sys 

aswarpot.sys 

aswbidsdrivera.sys 

aswbidsha.sys 

aswbloga.sys 

aswbuniva.sys 

aswhdske.sys 

aswhwid.sys 

aswrdr2.sys 

aswrvrt.sys 

aswsnx.sys 

aswstm.sys 

aswvmm.sys 

k7fwhlpr.sys 

avasdmft.sys 

tpsec.sys 

dsio.sys 

tdifw.sys 

tdimapper.sys 

tppfhook.sys 

kldisk.sys 

klbackupflt.sys 

#klbackupdisk.sys 

#avast 

aswbidsdriverx.sys 

aswbidshx.sys 

aswblogx.sys 

aswbunivx.sys 

#avg 

avgarpot.sys 

avgbidsdrivera.sys 

avgbidsha.sys 

avgbloga.sys 

avgmonflt.sys 

avgnetsec.sys 

avgrdr2.sys 

avgsp.sys 

avgsnx.sys 

avgstm.sys 

avgvmm.sys 

#NOD32 

#mcafee 

cfwids.sys 

mcpvdrv.sys 

mfesapsn.sys 

#avira 

avdevprot.sys 

avusbflt.sys 

#norton sec deluxe 

EraserUtilDrvI32.sys 

SYMEFASI64.sys 

#bitdef 

avchv.sys 

#Trendmicro 

tmlwf.sys 

tmwfp.sys 

#fsecure 

#trustport 

axflt.sys 

#vipre 

sbwfw.sys 

#sophos 

#panda 

panda_url_filteringd.s
ys 

#GDATA 

gdwfpcd64.sys 

TS4nt.sys 

#Symantec Endpoint 
14 

SISIPSDriver.sys 

SysPlant.sys 

Teefer.sys 

avgbuniva.sys 

avgNetNd6.sys 

#mbytes 

mbae64.sys 

#kasperskytotal 
security 

cm_km.sys 

#emsisoft 

epp.sys 

eppwfp.sys 

# last edit 

#360 

360FsFlt_win10.sys 

BAPIDRV.sys 

BAPIDRV_win10.sys 

BAPIDRV64_win10.sy
s 

DsArk.sys 

DsArk_win10.sys 

dsark64.sys 

DsArk64_win10.sys 

qutmdrv.sys 

qutmdrv_win10.sys 

EfiMon.sys 

360AvFlt_win10.sys 

360avflt64.sys 

360AvFlt64_win10.sy
s 

360AntiHacker.sys 

360AntiHacker_win1
0.sys 

360AntiHacker64_wi
n10.sys 

360Box.sys 

360Box_win10.sys 

360Box64_win10.sys 

360Camera.sys 

360Camera_win10.sy
s 

360Camera64_win10.
sys 

qutmipc.sys 

qutmipc_win10.sys 

360netmon_50.sys 

360netmon_60.sys 

360netmon_wfp.sys 

360netmon_x64_wfp.
sys 

360netmon_x64.sys 

360SelfProtection.sys 

360SelfProtection_wi
n10.sys 

hookport.sys 

hookport_win10.sys 

# avast 

MorphiDriver.sys 

aswbdiska.sys 

aswNetNd6.sys 

aswNetSec.sys 

#bullguard 

BdAgent.sys 

BdSpy.sys 

BdNet.sys 

BdSentry.sys 

#Ahn Lab v3 

CdmDrvNt.sys 

ISPrxEnt.sys 

ISFWEnt.sys 

ISIPSEnt.sys 

ISPIBEnt.sys 

AhnSZE.sys 

#comodo 

cmderd.sys 

cmdhlp.sys 

inspect.sys 

isedrv.sys 

#clamv - immunitet 

CiscoAMPCEFWDriver
.sys 

CiscoAMPHeurDriver.
sys 

#fortinet 

FortiFilter.sys 

fortiapd.sys 

ftvnic.sys 

ftsvnic.sys 

pppop64.sys 

#dr web 

DrWebLwf.sys 

dwdg.sys 

dw_wfp.sys 

#ikarus 

NTGUARD_X64.sys 

#vba32 

Vba32d64.sys 

Vba32m64.sys 
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#quick heal 

atkldrvr.sys 

wsnf.sys 

WSFILTER.sys 

webssx.sys 

bdsflt.sys 

bdsnm.sys 

arwflt.sys 

emltdi.sys 

#ZOne alarm 

ISWKL.sys 

vsdatant.sys 

#Zillya 

zef.sys 

zsc.sys 

znf.sys 

aswTap.sys 

avgbdiska.sys 

avgHwid.sys 

avgRvrt.sys 

cmdboot.sys 

cmdcss_vista.sys 

cmdcss_win7.sys 

cmdcss_win8.sys 

cmdcss_xp.sys 

isedrv_vista.sys 

isedrv_win7.sys 

isedrv_win8.sys 

isedrv_xp.sys 

#Kaspersky 

klbackupdisk.sys 

klelam.sys 

klkbdflt2.sys 

klpnpflt.sys 

klwfp.sys 

kltap.sys 

#BitDefender 

bddci.sys 

bdelam.sys 

bdprivmon.sys 

bdsyslogphysicalme
morydumper.sys 

bdvedisk.sys 

trufosalt.sys 

eelam.sys 

ekbdflt.sys 

epfwtdi.sys 

EpfwTdiR.sys 

mfeclnrk.sys 

HipShieldK.sys 

tmumh.sys 

BdBoot.sys 

#Emisoft 

fwndislwf32.sys 

fwndislwf64.sys 

fwwfp732.sys 

fwwfp764.sys 

#F-Secure 

fselms.sys 

fsulgk.sys 

fsbts_x64.sys 

aftap0901.sys 

PSBoot.sys 

K7FWFilt.sys 

K7RKScan.sys 

K7TdiHlp.sys 

#eScan 

avdisk64.sys 

econceal.lwf.Vista64.s
ys 

econceal.lwf.Win7_64
.sys 

econceal.lwf.Win8_64
.sys 

econceal.vista64.sys 

ESWfp64.sys 

mwfsmfltx.sys 

MWRM64.sys 

PROCOBSRVES.sys 

#ZoneAlarm 

icsak.sys 

kl2.sys 

klim5.sys 

kltdf.sys 

#Malwarebytes 

farflt.sys 

#Norton Security 

eraser64.sys 

symevnt.sys 

#Symantec Endpoint 
Protection 

SyDvCtrl64.sys 

WGX64.sys 

SISIDSRegDrv32_post
-vista.sys 

SISIDSRegDrv64_post
-vista.sys 

SISIPSDeviceFilter32_
post-vista.sys 

SISIPSDeviceFilter64_
post-vista.sys 

SISIPSDriver32_post-
vista.sys 

SISIPSDriver64_post-
vista.sys 

SISIPSFileFilter32_pos
t-vista.sys 

SISIPSFileFilter64_pos
t-vista.sys 

SISIPSNetFilter32_po
st-vista.sys 

SISIPSNetFilter64_po
st-vista.sys 

#MSE 

NisDrvWFP.sys 

BSFS.sys 

CONIO.sys 

ELAMDRV.sys 

ELRKTRM.sys 

EMLSSX.sys 

KBFLTR.sys 

llio.sys 

mscank.sys 

WEBSSX8.sys 

wstif.sys 

#AhnLab V3 

athpexnt.sys 

MeDVpHkD.sys 

gfiark32.sys 

gfiark64.sys 

gfiutl32.sys 

gfiutl64.sys 

VipreELAM.sys 

sbfw.sys 

sbhips.sys 

SBTIS.sys 

sbfwht.sys 

SbFwIm.sys 

SBTISHT.sys 

sbaphd.sys 

sbapifsl.sys 

#ALYac 

ALYac40.exe 

EstPdc.sys 

EstRtw.sys 

EstFwt.sys 

#VirusChaser 

VC90Setup_P_DESKT
OP_All_x64.exe 

sga_ntf_x64.sys 

sga_ntf_x86.sys 

eps_sys_x64.sys 

eps_sys_10_x64.sys 

eps_min_xp64.sys 

eps_min_x64.sys 

eps_min_10_x64.sys 

#AhnLab 

V3Lite_Setup.exe 

hsbdrvnt.sys 

mkd2bthf.sys 

mkd2nadr.sys 

#ViRobot 

ViRobot7x64_Trial.ex
e 

ViRobot7x86_Trial.ex
e 

ViRobotAPTShieldSet
up_Free.exe 

tewebproect.sys 

tkctrl2k.sys 

tkfsav.sys 

tkfsft.sys 

tkfwfv.sys 
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tkfwvt.sys 

tkidsvt.sys 

tkpcfthk.sys 

tkrgac2k.sys 

tkrgftxp.sys 

EstCst.sys 

EstPdc.sys 

AhnFltNt.sys 

AhnRecNT.sys 

AMonTDLH.sys 

AMonTDnt.sys 

AnfdIOnt.sys 

AnfdTDnt.sys 

Cdm2DrNt.sys 

AhnFlt2k.sys 

AMonCDw7.sys 

amoncdw8.sys 

AMonHKnt.sys 
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11.2. Appendix 2 – Recovered contents from S04 
# antirootkits 

# Bitdefender Internet 
Security (signature: 
bdelam.sys) 

Anti-malware 
Publisher 

# Process Hacker 
(signature: .sys, .exe) 

Wen Jia Liu 

Check Point Software 
Technologies Ltd 

GRISOFT, s.r.o. 

Avira GmbH 

Avira Operations 
GmbH & Co. KG 

BITDEFENDER LLC 

BitDefender SRL 

Doctor Web Ltd 

ESET, spol. s r.o. 

FRISK Software 
International Ltd 

Kaspersky Lab 

Panda Software 
International 

Check Point Software 
Technologies 

BullGuard Ltd 

antimalware 

NovaShield Inc 

CJSC Returnil Software 

Anti-Virus 

Sophos Plc 

Comodo Security 
Solutions 

Quick Heal 
Technologies 

G DATA Software 

Beijing Rising 

Immunet Corporation 

K7 Computing 

Sunbelt Software 

Beijing Jiangmin 

VirusBuster Ltd 

KProcessHacker 

Microsoft Malware 
Protection 

KSLDriver.sys 

STOPzilla 

Essentware 

Filseclab 

Lavasoft 

IKARUS 

VirusBlokAda 

Immunet 

FortiClient 

Quick Heal 

VIPRE 

AhnLab 

Malwarebytes 

Malwarebytes 
Corporation 

Sophos 

BullGuard 

F-Secure 

TrustPort 

Trend Micro 

McAfee 

G Data 

Kaspersky 

AVAST 

Emsisoft 

Qihoo 360 

Webroot 

Bitdefender 

Trend Micro, Inc. 

McAfee, Inc. 

X-Wire Technology 

Sophos Ltd 

Protection 
Technology, Ltd. 

Daniel Terhell 

F-Secure Corporation 

ALWIL Software 

Antiy Technology Co. 
Ltd 

Antiy Labs 

Kernel Detective 

Safe'nSec 

S.N.Safe 

HookAnalyser 

IceSword 

Brock Williams 

Unhooker 

Process Walker 

RootkitDetect 

CsrWalker 

F-Secure BlackLight 

Avast! Antirootkit 

SysInspector 

DiamondCS 

Norton Power Eraser 

Detects and Delete 

SanityCheck 

Sophos Limited 

X-Wiretechnology 

Malwarebytes Anti-
Rootkit 

RootkitBuster 

RootkitRemover 

Mcafee Labs Rootkit 

RootRpeal 

Epoolsoft Windows 
Information 

FilterMon 

RootQuest 

Andres Tarasco 

kX-Ray 

NIAP XRay 

DarkSpy 

CardMagic 

SUYI Studio 

Yas Anti 

Tuluka kernel 

(C) Orkbluit 

Orkblutt 

Find_Hidden 

ESTsecurity Corp. 

SGA Co.,LTD 

ESTsoft Corp 

www.sgacorp.kr 

AhnLab, Inc. 

Hauri, Inc 

QIHU 360 SOFTWARE 
CO. LIMITED 

AVAST Software s.r.o. 

AVG Technologies 
USA, Inc. 

Panda Security S.L. 

VIPRE Security 
(ThreatTrack Security, 
Inc.) 

NANO Security Ltd 

Webroot Inc. 

Emsisoft Ltd 

G DATA Software AG 

BullGuard Ltd. 

Check Point Software 
Technologies Ltd. 

Quick Heal 
Technologies Limited 

TrustPort, a.s. 

IS3, Inc. 

MicroWorld 
Technologies Inc. 

Total Defense Inc 

Adaware Software 

FRISK Software 
International 

K7 Computing Pvt Ltd 

Doctor Web Ltd. 

SPAMMfighter ApS 

Security Softvare 
Limeted 

VIRUSBLOKADA ODO 

Fortinet Technologies 
(Canada) inc. 

ALLIT Service LLC 

Adlice 

Rohitab Batra 

INCA 
IA²..CÙÏ..Ù«%å.øÃ¹ív..
ÿÊ¦.¨¢.ìºÄì:´.



 

 

11.3. Appendix 3 – Recovered contents from S05 
# Calctlator (version: 
C:\Windows\Syste
m32\calc.exe) 

# Bitdefender 
Internet Security 

(version: 
bdagent.exe, 
bdredline.exe) 

Bitdefender 

# Procmon.exe from 
Sysinternals 
(version: .sys) 

Process Monitor 
Driver 

Atool 

Antiy Labs 

AVZ 

TDSS 

cmcark.exe 

EP_X0FF 

CsrWalker 

DrWeb 

Igor Daniloff 

Rootkit 

DarkSpy 

CardMagic 

FilterMon 

Daniel Pistelli 

flister.exe 

Gmer 

HookAnalyser 

HookShark.exe 

IceSword 

System Analyzing 

kX-Ray 

Brock Williams 

NIAP XRay 

NIAP 

RootkitDetect 

Process Walker 

USEC Radix 

RegReveal.exe 

Unhooker 

Detector For 
Windows 

Andres Tarasco 

RootQuest 

ComSentry 

RootRepeal 

AD 2007 

SafetyCheck 

SUYI Studio 

SysProt 

TrueX64 

By diyhack 

Tuluka kernel 

Libertad. All 

Yas Anti 

mbr.exe 

Find_Hidden 

F-Secure BlackLight 

(C) Orkbluit 

catchme.exe 

Avast! Antirootkit 

ALWIL Software 

aswmbr.exe 

SysInspector 

ESET, spol. 

DiamondCS 

Symantec 

Norton Power 
Eraser 

Safe'nSec 

S.N.Safe 

SanityCheck 

Detects and Delete 

X-Wiretechnology 

Sophos Limited 

Pavark.exe 

Malwarebytes Anti-
Rootkit 

RootkitBuster 

Trend Micro 

Mcafee Labs Rootkit 

RootkitRemover 

RootRpeal 

Epoolsoft Windows 
Information 

Anti~mal~ware tool 

API Monitor Installer 

Telerik Fiddler Web 
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About ElevenPaths 

At ElevenPaths, the Telefónica Group’s global cybersecurity unit, we believe that a safer digital world is possible. We 
support our customers with their digital transformation, creating disruptive innovation in cybersecurity in order to 
provide the necessary privacy and trust in our daily digital lives. 

We combine the freshness and energy of a start-up with the knowledge, power and strength of a global Telco to provide 
innovative solutions spanning across prevention, detection and response to daily threats in our digital world. 

We also work to ensure a safer digital environment through strategic alliances that allow us to enhance our customers’ 
security, as well as through collaborations with leading bodies and entities such as the European Comission, 

CyberThreat Alliance, ECSO, EuroPol, Incibe, and the OEA. 
 

More information 

elevenpaths.com  

@ElevenPaths 

blog.elevenpaths.com 
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